
Meeting #16 Minutes (9-11-22)

● Volunteer - Now that all of the forms have been filled out, I am working out a list of
rosters to sort together; other than that I’m all set with everything.

○ Golf cart is confirmed
○ All good to use tables from the com
○ going to put the golf cart key on a lanyard, only people to have access are Jordan,

Avian, and Connor
○ 5k workshop could be in one of the next two meetings, we need to finalize our

plan for this due to brothers having more responsibility than volunteers
○ Pep bands are straight, we currently have John, Kanoka, Sam, and Andy Dubbert;

looking for two more potential conductors
● PR - need to contact Dave Westberry to see if he is available to attend the race at 8:30am,

welcome everyone at the beginning of the race, announce sponsors, count off the race and
announce the winners

○ Posted on socials today about “share your favorite pic from NOLA” and also
promoting the last day of early bird registration; also posted on not a meme and
twitter

○ The marching chiefs discount code has already been sent out
○ Still contacting other chapters and schools to attend on race day; we’ve heard

back from UF, they have a game that weekend
○ Make a post saying that the cut off date for virtual packs is Monday, September

12
● Registration - check with the chip timing guy; update him with the numbers that are

currently registered
○ We can’t have some shirts early from the company, they only do complete orders

all at once; we should pack everything as early as possible so we only have to
worry about packing shirts once they arrive

○ Our card insert proposal with the mystery uniform design was shut down, we
won’t have new uniforms until 2024 at the earliest now;the new idea is to include
a graphic of a Chief in uniform listening to music through headphones with text
saying “Running to the beat of the Marching Chiefs band!”

○ Bibs are ready, I haven’t been able to make it to campus; someone texted saying I
have a package to pick up in KMU 204

○ With early bird ending, the price goes up to $35 for everything, we need to take
off virtual packs entirely

○ Everything that has been bought already needs to be organized so that we don’t
take away from the people who have pre ordered since day one

○ We should set up closer to where the alumni association table will be to avoid
confusion



○ We can let people request which bib number that they want
○ We should set aside two medium shirts aside for Trader Joe’s, 3 shirts set aside for

Band Directors
● Sponsor - still need to call Trader Joe’s

○ Need to reach out to Lion’s club to confirm with them
○ Artxnikki has been reaching out to us about designs
○ So far we have 3 art tables, music masters, Trader Joe’s, and Lions Club; we need

to block off the first row of parking spots to reserve spots for them and have a row
of tables

○ Reach out to FSU parking services about blocking off parking spots; we can use
the spots outside of the field house if all else fails


